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Humankind’s
Destiny

Space exploration, colonization humankind’s Destiny

1 God created the Physical Universe and selected humankind to become
its custodian (Scroll 1 Belief 2). 1 God wants humans to multiply, explore
and colonize outer space. Universe Custodian Guardians supply guidance,
law for space exploration, colonization.
Note! Earth’s Moon is a Sanctuary. No colonization!
No military! No mining! No permanent based compounds! Each Province installs a data collecting module on the moon. 7 space ports orbit the moon. Rangers fly down to maintain modules. Visitors stay at
space port and are not allowed on the moon surface.

Leaving the moon as is. Is a human survival skill.
Before space colonization comes space exploration. Each
Province build and put into orbit a ‘Space>Exploration
port’ (S>Xp).. All exploration is initiated from the S>Xp.
A S>Xp is also quarantine for all in, out coming .
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Space exploration, colonization need rules supplied
and implemented by the 7 Provinces who operate a
Space>Exploration Court (S>XC).
Custodian Guardian celebrate Space
exploration, colonization with a Fun
Day theme. Celebrate with us!
8.1.7. Universe day NAtm

1 GOD is waiting to hear from you !

Universe prayer

8.1.7. Universe day NAtm

Dear 1 God, Creator of the most beautiful Universe
Your most humble faithful custodian guardian (1st name)
Thanks You for selecting Humankind to be custodian of the
Physical Universe
Pledges to be custodian of Humankind and Planet Earth
Pledges to colonize the Universe, become its custodian
Asks for help in fulfilling Humankind's Destiny
For the Glory of 1 God and the Good of Humankind
This prayer is used on Universe day and as needed!

There is no room for Violence in Space exploration, colonization !

Space Law
Space Law is needed for Human
survival!
Custodian Guardian provide Space law! Space exploration, colonization
need rules supplied and implemented by the 7 Provinces who operate a
Space>Exploration Court (S>XC). S>XC rules on S>X Laws 1 and 2 !

S>X C (Space>Exploration Court)
A Space-Exploration Court (S>XC) must be set up. To
uphold Space exploration and colonization law. S>XC
rulings are binding for all Provinces !!!
This court has 7 Judges (1 from each Province), no jury. Judgment comes
by secret ballot and majority vote. Minimum majority 4.
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Inner Space Laws (1) cater for Earth Space, Earth Moon. Outer Space
Laws (2) cater for Planet Exploration, Colonizing. Space laws are umpired, administered and enforced by S>XC.
Any directions, rulings are binding to all people and
entities involved. All directions, rulings are binding to
Provinces. Any Province not doing so is held accountable by the other Provinces.
If a Province breaks the Space Exploration law it is punished. The people involved get prosecuted. Equipment used in the crime is confiscated
and given to the honest Provinces (equal shares).

S>X Laws 1 (Inner Space)
Space exploration and colonization need rules (laws) which are upheld
and enforced by a Space Exploration Court (S>XC). Inner Space Laws (1)
cater for Earth Space and Earth Moon.

S>X Quarantine law
Nothing can be brought back to Earth! Everything
brought back from Space is quarantined on a Space
Exploration port (S>Xp). People involved breaking
this Law get, MS R7

S>X Satellites’ law
Every Province has a right to privacy! Satellites from
other Provinces invade this privacy. Foreign Satellites
in a Provinces Inner Space are confiscated dismantled
and may be destroyed.

S>X Earth Moon law
The Earth’s Moon is of limits for mining, colonizing
and military. People involved breaking this law get,
MS/R7 Province (s) involved in breaking this law
have their 'S>Xp' shut down for 70 years. All equipment used breaking this law is confiscated and divided
equally by the honest Provinces.

S>X Laws 2 (Outer Space)
Space exploration and colonization need rules (laws) which are upheld
and enforced by a Space Exploration Court (S>XC). Outer Space Laws
(2) cater for Planet Exploration and Colonizing.
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S>X Exploration law
1st XC (1st exploration claim) of a planet or moon goes
to the Province that builds a permanent human base.
1st XC entitles to 1/7 of a planet. 1st claimant divides
the planet into 7 equal areas, picks 1 of the areas. 2nd
claimant picks 1 of the remaining 6 areas... the 7th
claimant gets the last area. Once picked, areas cannot
be changed.
Changing Areas is breaking 1st XC law. Mandatory Sentence: A Guilty
Province looses the right to any area and cannot explore the planet or
moon for 70 Years. All equipment used for this criminal activity is confiscated and divided equally by the honest Provinces. People involved
committing this Crime get, MS R7

S>X Planets moon law
A Planets Moon belongs to the Province that 1st builds
a manned base on it. It is not shared with other Provinces! When a moon base becomes unmanned (example: due to neglect) any other Province may move in
and claim the Moon.
Note ! Planets with more than 1 moon. The above rule applies to each
moon!
Breaching Planets Moon Law a Guilty Province looses the right to explore
the moon for 70 Years. All equipment used for this criminal activity is
confiscated and divided equally by the honest Provinces. People in
breach: MS R7

S>X Inner and outer Space in compatible laws
S>X Earth Moon law (inner Space) does not apply to other colonized
Planet Moons (outer Space)!

S>X Inner and outer Space compatible laws
S>X Quarantine law (inner Space) is applied to every colonized Planet
(outer Space)!
S>X Satellites'-law (inner Space) is applied to every colonized Planet
(outer Space)!
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